MORE THAN A RADIO STATION
Cover Image: Sound wave of WFAE staffers recording the word “thanks”. The staff and board of WFAE thank YOU for your support in FY19!
We’re a **HUB** for breaking news. We’re an **INVESTIGATOR** of political wrongdoing. We’re a **FORUM** for explorations of difficult local topics. We’re a **FACILITATOR** for community conversation. We’re a **DESTINATION** for some of the country’s best journalists. We’re an **IDENTIFIER** of community assets. We’re **WFAE**, Charlotte’s **NPR NEWS SOURCE**.
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Journalism that informs, enriches and inspires.
A more knowledgeable and engaged community grounded in our shared humanity.
An informed public is essential to a healthy democracy.

That's why the board and staff at WFAE is so grateful for a record amount of support from a record number of members that enabled WFAE to become the Charlotte region's foremost source of local news in 2019.

In a time when commercial news outlets find themselves challenged by declining audiences and eroding advertiser support, WFAE has flourished – growing the number of local reporters, producers and editors and expanding the ways with which we connect with our audience.

That listener support means citizens still have a place to turn for in-depth reporting, like WFAE's coverage of the 9th Congressional District scandal, the weekly Finding Home series which focuses on the area's affordable housing shortfalls and Charlotte Talks with Mike Collins, where thoughtful and intelligent interviews earned accolades as the area's best radio show and a ranking among National Public Radio's top 25 podcast.

That same support allows WFAE not just to inform, but to enrich the community, whether it's through Tommy Tomlinson's SouthBound podcasts exploring southerners and southern culture, or by bringing former ABC News anchor Ted Koppel to town to speak at the station's annual dinner.

One of WFAE's most important 2019 accomplishments was expanding two-way connections with listeners, empowering citizens to tell their stories, soliciting audience ideas, and facilitating listeners' connections with each other.

Charlotte Talks brought leaders and citizens together in public forums throughout the city to discuss issues ranging from unchecked suburban growth to an alarming surge in homicides.

Nick de la Canal's FAQ City series answered listeners' questions about why quirky things here are the way they are.

When the station sought ideas from listeners for podcasts with the idea of picking one for production as part of the Queen City PodQuest, listeners from every zip code in WFAE's broadcast area submitted entries – nearly 400 people!

With Amplifier, hosted by Joni Deutsch, WFAE reached new audiences by shining a light on the area's music scene and performers. Amplifier ranked as one of the top 30 music podcasts available through Apple.

None of this would have been possible without you, our listeners and members. You have allowed the station to answer the question of what successful, vibrant, public-service journalism looks like going forward – non-profit, non-partisan and audience supported.

Thank you. We feel that we're just getting started.

Sincerely,

Mark Ethridge
Board Chair
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO, JOE O’CONNOR

Board Member Gabriella Chapman put it best, “WFAE is safe refuge.”

In this hyper divided, segregated country, the combination of outstanding journalism, relentless idealism, abiding civility, undying curiosity, and much needed wit, all add up to a welcome escape from the media maelstrom – a bridge to positive change not just in our congregation of listener-users but our community writ large.

We often laugh out loud during Wait, Wait, Don’t Tell Me or notice our eyes are moist during StoryCorps. We mourn the lives lost next door at UNC Charlotte in the aftermath of that tragic shooting or our hearts reach out to Syrian families caught in the crossfire.

What used to be fanfare for the common man, journalism has evolved from what my mentor Ted Koppel observes “news you need to news you want.”

WFAE and NPR remain fearless to tell you the facts, particularly when they are hard to hear. Our growing newsroom may challenge your preconceptions, provoke an utterance of disgust or disbelief in the moment, but upon reflection, opens your perspective, widens your view, expands your horizon.

We are so much more than the latest news, or even the most cogent analysis of ongoing stories—we cover all aspects of the human experience.

Our programs renew one’s humanity, so much so that many supporters call us a daily and trusted companion. That trust is magnified by our increasing interaction with the community we are licensed to serve.

I have the distinct privilege not only to lead one of the most talented media companies in the country but also in my constant travels around the region, to bear witness to our neighbors fighting for positive change, encouraged by WFAE’s excellence and commitment.

Thanks to your support, we all are becoming the region’s leading catalyst for our collective transformation.

Thank you.

Onward!

Joe O’Connor
President and CEO
In FY19, WFAE notched significant milestones on its way to locking in its role as the go-to source of journalism, information and conversation in the Charlotte region.

Many of those milestones were born of grit, innovation and experimentation that paid off handsomely for the station – and the overall community. In other instances, they were an outgrowth of longer-term, strategic efforts to build WFAE’s digital capacity and create a more pronounced culture of philanthropy. That philanthropic culture is critical for the station to expand its content and community outreach and to support even more efforts to fill in the region’s growing local news gaps.

It became clear in the past year that WFAE represents more than a terrestrial radio station for Charlotte and its surrounding region.
WFAE’S DIGITAL GROWTH HAS BEEN SKYROCKETING WITH WFAE.ORG USERS UP 146% OVER FY18.
WFAE PLACED IN THE TOP 20 OF ALL NPR STATIONS IN SEVERAL BENCHMARKS FOR DIGITAL GROWTH. THIS AUDIENCE GROWTH WAS DRIVEN IN PART BY THE STATION’S ACCLAIMED ROSTER OF PODCASTS.
Michel Martin, the weekend host of NPR's All Things Considered, introduces Ted Koppel prior to an evening of fun and from the stage of the Charlotte Convention Center at WFAE's annual gala.
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WFAE posted its fourth consecutive year of record fundraising. Memberships and corporate sponsorships delivered record results, and sponsorships for events and podcasts reached an all-time high as well.

New engagement onramps – from events to contests, and from public conversations to community-created content – opened the doors to more interaction and community involvement.

And while the station heaped honors on many members of the community, WFAE itself, across the board, was honored with more awards and recognitions this year than any other year.

“That’s a testament both to the quantity and quality of the work being done at WFAE,” said Jeff Bundy, executive director of branding and engagement.

WFAE’s journalism during the year had notable impact. WFAE was the first to report several key stories in the 9th Congressional District absentee-balloting scandal. It paved the way for new procedures in investigating sexual-assault cases, and triggered the donation of a new transitional home for homeless women and children.

Not to be underestimated, however, is the knowledge imparted from the station’s yearlong exploration of the lack of affordable housing, one of the region’s most critical issues.

Listener comments flowed in as a response to the Finding Home series, which aired throughout 2019. “When you unravel the onion, you’re educating people in ways that you don’t even know about,” said President and CEO Joe O’Connor.

“I think WFAE has taken a major step to becoming the primary hard news source in the region,” said WFAE’s board Chair Mark Ethridge, who directed the Charlotte Observer’s Pulitzer Prize-winning investigations of the textile industry and the PTL scandal involving Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker.

“Traditional news sources have declined, so there are significant gaps,” he said. “Somebody has to fill them, and that somebody is WFAE.”

Here’s a closer look at WFAE’s innovations and achievements during the past year.
PRODUCTIONS
Charlotte Talks is where Charlotteans tune in to stay on top of what’s happening in the region whether it’s growth, affordable housing, upward mobility, education, crime, the arts and more.

For on-demand listeners, the Charlotte Talks podcast repeatedly ranks in the Top 25 in public radio station podcasts, thanks to master interviewer Mike Collins.

The show’s weekly Local News Roundup on Friday and Saturday mornings continues to be the most popular Charlotte Talks show of the week. Also popular – and important – are the monthly Mike and the Mayor sit-downs between host Collins and Charlotte’s Mayor Vi Lyles. This segment has been expanded with regular conversations between Collins and mayors from neighboring communities.

Increasingly this year, Charlotte Talks has moved to cover breaking news as it happens. Acting on a tip, the show was the first to report that Charlotte Mecklenburg School Superintendent Clayton Wilcox would be suspended.

And after the April 30 shooting at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte in which a shooter killed two students and wounded four, Charlotte Talks opened up the phone lines to callers to foster community engagement.

“I think it was an important show because it helped people deal with their emotions,” Executive Producer Wendy Herkey said.

“It seems the pace of important news stories is only increasing. And this is happening at the same time that many news organizations are closing their doors. WFAE is really stepping up to fill the void, and I am particularly proud of how we’ve evolved Charlotte Talks to meet these needs. Where else are you going to hear thoughtful conversation about our city?” Herkey added.

Charlotte Talks is known for hosting Public Conversations to help the community delve into difficult issues. In FY19, three public conversations were held.

Charlotte Talks also hosted five community events during the year. Among them, it again took the Friday News Roundup on the road. Collins also hosted an evening with Bob Woodward, the investigative journalist who helped uncover the Watergate scandal that led to President Richard Nixon’s investigation.

This year, Charlotte Talks was awarded a Regional Edward R. Murrow Award and an award from the Charlotte Area Association of Black Journalists (CAABJ). Charlotte Magazine also named Charlotte Talks the “Best Radio Show” and Creative Loafing named Collins “Best Radio Personality.”

“I think we win by default,” joked host Collins. “That’s OK because we are the only ones doing a series of events important to people who live here.”

Charlotte Talks airs Monday - Friday from 9AM to 10AM and re-airs Monday - Thursday from 7PM to 8 PM and Saturday from 7AM to 8AM
Charlotte Talks host Mike Collins hosts a conversation with candidates for Charlotte City council from the stage of the McGlohon Theater.

EDWARD R. MURROW AWARD
Public Affairs Program

CAABJ AWARD
Radio Commentary

BEST RADIO SHOW
Charlotte Magazine

BEST RADIO PERSONALITY
Creative Loafing
Beyond She Says
Dealt with the community and police response to our sexual assault investigation, which exposed police training and process lapses.

Election Special
Convened community members for a Midterm Election Special.

Top: Mike Collins (L) with She Says podcast host Sarah Delia, CMPD Deputy Chief Katrina Graue, Lieutenant John Somerindyke and Crystal Emerick of Brave Step.

Bottom: Sarah Delia
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Mike Collins (L) with his guests Dr. Michael Bitzer, Department of Politics chair, Catawba College; Wayne Goodwin, chairman, North Carolina Democratic Party; Connie Green-Johnson, president, Democratic Women of Mecklenburg County; Robin Hayes, chairman, North Carolina Republican Party; and Sarah Reidy-Jones, vice chair, Mecklenburg County Republican Party on the stage of the Booth Playhouse in Charlotte.
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Growing Pains
Focused on the explosive growth in the Lake Norman area.

Homicides: A Community Approach
Addressed the city’s alarming increase in homicides.

Broadcast from CPCC’s Merancas Campus in Huntersville, host Mike Collins (L) with WFAE reporter David Boraks; Lake Norman Chamber of Commerce President Bill Russell; Huntersville Planning Director Jack Simoneau; Cornelius Town Manager Andrew Grant; Davidson Mayor Rusty Knox; Scott Cole, of NCDOT; and Huntersville Transportation Planning Director, Bill Cox.
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Top: Robert Dawkins, community organizer and founder of SAFE Coalition NC, was one of the panelists at this Charlotte Talks live event.

Bottom: An event attendee asks a question to the panel.
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“Our broadcasts are better. You can hear it.”

Marshall Terry  
WFAE’s Morning Edition co-host

One of the most significant changes to WFAE’s programming line up launched in FY19 when the station gave its Morning Edition local newscast a second host. Morning Edition is the most listened-to show of the day.

Lisa Worf moved from being assistant news director to co-host the show with Marshall Terry. In addition to hosting the show, the team weaves local newscasts into the national program. The goal was to increase the amount of local journalism and newsmaker interviews and create a greater sense of place.

“We’ve got a bigger newsroom staff and more content,” Worf said. “There were more stories to fill in” – more than one person could handle well.

“Teaming Marshall Terry and Lisa Worf together for this broadcast was all about serving our community,” said News Director, Greg Collard. “I couldn’t be prouder of the results. Not only do the broadcasts feature more in-depth news reports and features, they’re just fun to listen to. Marshall and Lisa have a great ‘news sense’ and are expert broadcasters. Our audiences are really responding positively to the team.”

Listeners regularly comment on the improvements to Morning Edition, agreed CEO O’Connor. “Elevating Lisa to the co-host position has enhanced Marshall’s ability to make the newscasts really pop.”

It also allowed the community to discover Worf, a journalist known for her reporting skills, as a strong on-air presence. Where the show’s news reports had pulled clips from the previous day’s staff features and rounded up news from other local media, this year Morning Edition began doing more live interviews and adding better sound bites and audio to the reports.

“It’s changed dramatically,” Terry said. “Having two hosts allows us to write more detailed headlines.”

It also allows the show to be on top of the news, including booking guests who can talk about stories that are still unfolding.

“Our broadcasts are better,” Terry said. “You can hear it.”

Agreed Worf: “We have more informed and sharper newscasts and the community is responding.”
During the spring “Charlotte Shout” festival, Deutsch hosted five days of lunchtime performances by local musicians.

With Amplifier, WFAE is staking a claim to a new audience of music lovers, who are being introduced to the station through the podcast.

A Center City Partners study of the city’s music ecosystem credited Amplifier with being a “trusted curator” that could help elevate Charlotte music.

WFAE’s validation has also boosted many artists’ careers.

“A lot of the artists I’ve been able to hand-select, I now see them being booked by others because they found out about them in Amplifier,” Deutsch said.

Now, other public radio stations are reaching out to Deutsch for advice on replicating Amplifier’s success. Individually, Deutsch has received many honors. She has been named one of Charlotte’s Top 30 under 30 and a Young Achiever by Duke University. She was also nominated for a United Way Young Leaders Award.

Future plans for Amplifier include a one-hour radio special and free lunchtime performances, all part of a Corporation of Public Broadcasting grant focused on country music. Also in the works is a spring 2020 event to showcase local musicians who have submitted their work to NPR’s “Tiny Desk Contest” and a celebration of Charlotte music alongside classic music station WDAV and regional music station WNCW.

Amplifier has played a major role in elevating WFAE’s visibility in the community. Marshall, chief content officer, said that some 3,000 attendees attended Amplifier-related events during the year.

Following the success of last year’s podcast star, She Says, which chronicled one woman’s sexual-assault case through the criminal justice system, WFAE initiated a new podcast, Amplifier. It launched on Sept. 3, 2018, to spotlight Charlotte’s music scene, from banjos to bands, songwriters to symphonies, record labels to rock stars.

Amplifier became so popular it quickly received national recognition, even as it imparted welcomed attention to Charlotte’s music makers. So far, there have been more than 66,000 downloads of Amplifier podcasts, and it ranked in the Top 30 of all music podcasts available through Apple.

Leading up to its launch, host Joni Deutsch, WFAE’s manager of on-demand content and audience engagement, invited local musicians to submit their work; more than 400 did. For the podcast launch, Amplifier spotlighted the best 20 artists – one for every weekday in September. Accompanying the launch were free live performances and a record sale offering some of the station’s LP and CD collection amassed from when WFAE was primarily a jazz station.

A new Amplifier episode now appears bi weekly.

Deutsch and some Amplifier featured artists have been invited on NPR’s Morning Edition and Weekend Edition, on WBUR’s Here and Now, and on NPR Music’s All Songs Considered. Deutsch also has spoken at numerous industry panels and music events. The podcast has received a regional Edward R. Murrow Award for Excellence in Innovation and an honorable mention from the international Webby awards for excellence in arts and culture podcasts. Soon after its launch, it was named best local podcast by Charlotte Magazine.

With Amplifier, WFAE is staking a claim to a new audience of music lovers, who are being introduced to the station through the podcast.

Amplifier became so popular it quickly received national recognition, even as it imparted welcomed attention to Charlotte’s music makers. So far, there have been more than 66,000 downloads of Amplifier podcasts, and it ranked in the Top 30 of all music podcasts available through Apple.

Leading up to its launch, host Joni Deutsch, WFAE’s manager of on-demand content and audience engagement, invited local musicians to submit their work; more than 400 did. For the podcast launch, Amplifier spotlighted the best 20 artists – one for every weekday in September. Accompanying the launch were free live performances and a record sale offering some of the station’s LP and CD collection amassed from when WFAE was primarily a jazz station.

A new Amplifier episode now appears bi weekly.

Deutsch and some Amplifier featured artists have been invited on NPR’s Morning Edition and Weekend Edition, on WBUR’s Here and Now, and on NPR Music’s All Songs Considered. Deutsch also has spoken at numerous industry panels and music events. The podcast has received a regional Edward R. Murrow Award for Excellence in Innovation and an honorable mention from the international Webby awards for excellence in arts and culture podcasts. Soon after its launch, it was named best local podcast by Charlotte Magazine.
Soprano Melinda Whittington was a performer with Opera Carolina when Joni Deutsch interviewed her for the Amplifier podcast. During the interview, Whittington shared that her goal was to perform with The Metropolitan Opera. At the time of printing, Whittington had reached her goal and is singing with the Met. Photo Provided. Amplifier logo Design by Matthew Scott.
“I feel like it’s given me a voice. And that’s an important thing to a survivor, a very important thing.”

Linda*  
Sexual-assault survivor
The impact of She Says, WFAE’s podcast star of FY18, continued in FY 19. Its 10 episodes were downloaded some 354,000 times and the podcast landed in the Top 200 of all podcasts in iTunes’ rankings. She Says also sought to engage listeners by including stories that callers left on voice mail.

Shortly after the last planned episode was produced, She Says was the focus of a Charlotte Talks public conversation on Aug. 2, 2018. At that event with police officials present, more women said that they, too, were survivors of sexual assault and that their cases had been stalled. Police took their names and promised to follow up after the conversation. Police also publically apologized to Linda* for the handling of her case.

The series created a ripple effect of change throughout the state. Some nurses reported that state reimbursements for sexual-assault kits resumed for their hospitals after the U.S. Justice Department, alerted by reporting that stemmed from the podcast, made an inquiry. The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department changed policy around rape-test procedures and said its detectives would get new trauma-interview training in 2019. “Police told us our reporting will influence how they will treat victims in the future,” Delia said.

Linda, the sexual-assault survivor, credited the podcast for helping her to heal.

“I don’t know that the case would have gotten this far had I not brought the story and this information to you, so there’s a healing part to it,” she said in the podcast’s final episode.

“I feel like it’s given me a voice. And that’s an important thing to a survivor, a very important thing. And to hear other survivors, you know, be given an opportunity as well through the podcast to have a voice has been really amazing, too,” Linda* added.

* Linda is the pseudonym used by the woman featured in the She Says podcast.

354,000 DOWNLOADS
AS OF JANUARY 2020
“The Queen City PodQuest process was such a fun and intense learning experience. So when we did win, it was amazing!”

Stephanie Hale
Co-host of the Queen City PodQuest winning podcast, “Work It!”
WFAE made a significant foray this year into community-created content by soliciting podcast ideas from the public. It launched a Queen City PodQuest competition in December, asking for a proposal and a two-minute sample podcast; 379 ideas were submitted before community members were asked to vote on their favorites.

The competition elicited 184,666 page views to contest pages on WFAE’s website. 31,703 voters cast 99,320 votes for their favorite podcast. Five semi-finalists were selected for additional mentoring from WFAE, leading up to a live-pitch finale in early May at the NASCAR Hall of Fame. Cash and a future podcast deal with WFAE were awarded.

The grand-prize winner, Work It, will look at people’s work – how it shapes their lives and their triumphs and setbacks. Creators Stephanie Hale, Jill Bjers and Kevin Young won $1,000 and the opportunity to work with WFAE on a deal to produce six to eight episodes.

The second place (and fan favorite winner) was Next Door Docs; Choose Your Own Adventure took third place.

‘Although we could only produce one of the hundreds of great podcasts ideas we received, WFAE is committed to providing access to resources to help the podcast community grow,’ Chief Content Officer, Marshall said in announcing the winners. ‘We believe that everyone has a story worth telling, and podcasting is one way to empower more people in this community to tell those stories.”

In FY20, WFAE is hosting the Queen City PodQuest Academy and Workshop for residents across the Charlotte area.
Tommy Tomlinson’s popular biweekly podcast *SouthBound*, continued to feature notable Southerners, often before they land on the national radar. For instance, he interviewed Nashville singer/songwriter Erin Rae about a year before NPR Music’s “Tiny Desk Concert” invited her to perform. And he hosted Tayari Jones around the time her novel “An American Marriage” was selected as part of Oprah’s Book Club.

This year, *SouthBound* added a suggestion box for listeners to nominate topics. Nearly 100 suggestions have been submitted. Two of those suggestions have been featured on the podcast feed: Chuck Reece, editor of *The Bitter Southerner*, and Southern chef and PBS host Vivian Howard.

Also new this year for Tomlinson is *On My Mind*, an opinion column that comes out every Monday on WFAE and WFAE.org.

Tomlinson, who has written for publications including *Esquire*, *ESPN the Magazine*, *Sports Illustrated*, *Forbes*, *Garden & Gun*, and many others, spent 23 years as a reporter and columnist for the *Charlotte Observer*, where he was a finalist for the 2005 Pulitzer Prize in commentary.

When asked about bringing his commentary to radio, Tomlinson said “It’s been interesting for me to adapt the column format to audio. I always wanted what I wrote to sound good when you read it out loud, but now I’m actually having to read it out loud! So it’s been good for me as a storyteller.”

At the end of each commentary, Tomlinson shares his WFAE email address (ttomlinson@wfae.org) for listeners to share their thoughts on what they’d heard. And audiences are regularly reaching out to Tomlinson with their insights.

“I get a good bit of response from listeners,” he said. “Some folks agree and some disagree, which is to be expected when you do commentaries. But everyone has been respectful. And I suspect that’s because WFAE treats its listeners respectfully.”

WFAE’s audience wasn’t alone in responding positively to Tommy’s work. The Public Radio News Directors Inc (PRNDI) awarded Tomlinson top honors for commentary. Also, *Charlotte Magazine* named Tomlinson “Best Author” for his book, “The Elephant in the Room: One Fat Man’s Quest to Get Smaller in a Growing America.”
“FAQ City has really gotten a lot of traction with newcomers. It helps people learn more about their new home.”

Mark Ethridge
WFAE Board Chair
“Who is Sharon, and Why Are So Many Streets Named After Her?”
Indeed, there are at least 14 roads in South Charlotte named after Sharon, plus two neighborhoods, a school, a shopping center and more. For curious Charlotteans, FAQ City did the research and shared the answers to this and many other questions.

“We had at least 12 or 13 people reach out asking about Sharon,” said Nick de la Canal, host of the online, broadcast and podcast series. The episode in July became one of his favorites of the year.

Turns out, the name refers to a place, not a person. In the Bible, “sharon” refers to “rich pastures,” local historian Tom Hanchett explained. In Charlotte, the first Sharon Roads led to the Sharon Presbyterian Church, built amid rich land in a nice part of town. Later Sharon names took their cues from that association.

FAQ City invites community members to pose a question they’d like answered and the community votes on the ones to pursue. Voting can be open for up to a week and a half and sometimes, de la Canal says, he’s surprised at the questions the community wants WFAE to pursue.

“We’ve gotten more than 600 questions since we started in January 2017,” he said. Four or five new ones come in every week. “What people come up with, what they want, sometimes that’s not even on my radar screen.”

Many listener questions deal with past legacies that may be hidden amid Charlotte’s new skyscrapers.

People say Charlotte has torn down a lot of its history,” de la Canal said. By unpacking some of that heritage, FAQ City helps give Charlotteans and many of its new residents a sense of place that helps them feel more connected, said de la Canal.

Board chair Ethridge agrees. "FAQ City has really gotten a lot of traction with newcomers," he said. It helps people learn more about their new home.

Besides queries about history, FAQ City is often asked to delve into infrastructure issues: Why do some roads not have streetlights? How does the timing of traffic lights work? How did some Charlotte neighborhoods get their names?

Why do some sidewalks abruptly end and go nowhere?
De la Canal said he always tries to give a shout out to those who pose a topic. “They have thought about it and are genuinely curious about it.”

FAQ City comes out with a new podcast every other Tuesday and can be heard on the air during Here and Now and on Friday’s Morning Edition.

This year, FAQ City moved into community engagement with an event on March 27 at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library. Nearly 100 people came and were invited to play a “Wheel of Fortune”-type game, trying to answer questions from past podcasts and win prizes. New questions were also solicited. More community sessions are likely in the future.

Also in FY19, the feature garnered an award: Hearken, which created the community engagement platform used by FAQ City and hundreds of other news organizations, issued one of its 2018 Champions of Curiosity Awards to FAQ City and its host, de la Canal.
“Finding Home seeks to help the community understand what’s going on with housing in Charlotte’s neighborhoods.”

Greg Collard
News Director

Throughout the 2019 calendar year, WFAE has made a significant commitment to covering the lack of affordable housing in the fast-growing Charlotte region. Finding Home was an “all hands on deck” project with every reporter on staff coming up with story ideas to air every Monday during the entire year.

“It’s a huge, huge commitment, which we initially launched without outside funding or a grant,” CEO, O’Connor said. “We’re happy that Lowe’s stepped up to sponsor this vitally important series.”

Finding Home seeks to help the community understand what’s going on with housing in Charlotte’s neighborhoods. How do things really work? Who makes money? What policies are having unintended, and sometimes intended, consequences,” said news director Greg Collard.

The stories have generated far-reaching listener engagement. Mayor Vi Lyles herself responded to a WFAE story about the diminishing number of landlords willing to accept Section 8 subsidies by saying she was going to ask City Council for a “public-private” dialogue on why people with housing vouchers can’t find a landlord willing to rent to them.

While corporate donors have ante’d up funds to help the city solve the problem, in one instance, a WFAE listener was moved to take matters into her own hands. Upon hearing a WFAE story about the eviction of a nonprofit that was providing transitional housing to homeless women and children, the anonymous donor bought the organization its own house.

Much credit for imagining WFAE’s coverage goes to Ju-Don Marshall, WFAE’s chief content officer, who leads the staff in exploring “things we wouldn’t otherwise know about,” O’Connor said.
FINDING HOME

presented by WFAE

SPONSORED BY LOWE'S
WFAE’s GOP Convention coverage will focus on how the city and residents are impacted as well as the political theater of the event itself and what it portends for the 2020 election.
Political Coverage

Politics also paved the way for some partnerships. WFAE and WUNC, the public radio station serving much of eastern North Carolina, teamed up before the mid-term elections to help listeners make informed decisions on Election Day. They produced two pre-election specials focusing on the legislative and congressional races and the six proposed constitutional amendments.

Also during the year, Charlotte emerged as the only city to bid on hosting the August 2020 Republican National Convention. The city’s bid, however, has come with recriminations as some City Council members have debated whether the city should pull out as host.

For the 2020 convention, WFAE coverage plans include launching Inside Politics, a new podcast. “A huge part of the [GOP Convention] coverage will be how the city responds to this convention,” Harrison said, whether it brings protests, political disruption or convention drama.

His reporting was cited in a formal petition asking the Election Board to delay certifying the election. Investigators later charged several people with election fraud.

Harrison tracked the story as it percolated throughout the year and through a new election ordered for Sept. 10. It marked the first House of Representatives election to require a do-over since 1974. Republican Dan Bishop, a Trump ally, won by more than 3,800 votes.

The same day another special election was held in North Carolina’s 3rd Congressional District to fill the term of Walter Jones Jr., the incumbent who died on Feb. 10, 2019.

Then in June another major political story broke when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in a long-standing case that Republicans had gerrymandered the state’s congressional district maps but that the maps did not violate the U.S. Constitution. The court said it would not be drawn into the dispute but noted that state courts could rule on the maps and state legislatures could create independent commissions to draw the maps. Still at issue is how the maps will be drawn after the 2020 Census.

Politics is always big news in North Carolina and FY19 delivered more than its share of controversies to cover, with some of them getting national attention.

One of the biggest stories of the year was the absentee-ballot scandal in Bladen County. It caused the North Carolina Board of Elections to refuse to certify the initial results in the 9th Congressional District race because of allegations of election fraud. In that race, Republican candidate Mark Harris eked out a 905-vote win over Democrat Dan McCready. The board later ordered a new election.

Steve Harrison, who joined WFAE in FY19 from The Charlotte Observer to cover politics, led Charlotte media outlets by breaking important early news stories on the developments. He was the first reporter to disclose that investigators were focusing on Bladen County, where a political operative was found to have illegally collected absentee ballots. And he was also the first to report on the statistical anomalies involving that county’s absentee ballots that significantly set it apart from other counties in the district and in the state and raised alarm bells about the validity of the election results.
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Steve Harrison, who joined WFAE in FY19 from The Charlotte Observer to cover politics, led Charlotte media outlets by breaking important early news stories on the developments. He was the first reporter to disclose that investigators were focusing on Bladen County, where a political operative was found to have illegally collected absentee ballots. And he was also the first to report on the statistical anomalies involving that county’s absentee ballots that significantly set it apart from other counties in the district and in the state and raised alarm bells about the validity of the election results.
Politics is always big news in North Carolina but FY19 delivered more than its share of controversies to cover.
Josh Lawson, chief counsel for the state Board of Elections and Ethics Enforcement, left, hands Mark Harris, Republican candidate in North Carolina’s 9th Congressional race, a document during the fourth day of a hearing regarding the 9th Congressional District.
A UNC Charlotte student addresses peers during a vigil on campus where a gunman killed two people and injured four students on May 1, 2019, in Charlotte, North Carolina. Photo credit: Sean Rayford/Getty Images
UNC Charlotte Shooting
When shots rang out on the campus of UNC Charlotte on April 30, WFAE reporters were among the first on the scene to report that a shooter had opened fire in a classroom on that last day of the spring semester. Two students were killed and four were wounded before the shooter was taken into custody. WFAE broke the news and got fast reaction on the air and online. In September, Trystan Terrell pleaded guilty, apologizing and addressing a tearful courtroom before being sentenced to life in prison. His words surprised everyone.

“That was something I really didn’t think was going to happen,” said criminal justice reporter Sarah Delia.

In addition to covering the criminal case, Delia reported on how the shootings affected life on campus. In a particularly moving feature, she recounted the university’s efforts to figure out how to archive the abundance of community-created memorials – candles, flowers, letters, stuffed animals – left at the site.

Danquirs Franklin Shooting
Meanwhile, a new police-involved shooting troubled the community during the year. Danquirs Franklin was shot in March after police responded to a 911 call about an armed man at a Burger King. Police said Franklin was perceived to be a threat after he was repeatedly asked to drop his gun. Police video, however, showed he appeared to be trying to turn the gun over to police, holding it by the barrel with the butt out, when he was shot and later died. His family has objected that he was only doing what he was told: the only way he could drop his gun was to reach into his pocket and take it out. Prosecutors declined to charge the officer who fired the shot, saying they couldn’t prove she was unreasonable in believing she faced imminent danger. The case, however, has left the community feeling unsettled.

“People continue to feel that it was not a justified shooting and that the officer acted too quickly,” Delia said.
In addition to covering the criminal case, Sarah Delia reported on how the shootings at UNC Charlotte affected life on campus.
A student gets emotional as she comes to the steps of Kennedy Hall to lay a candle to honor the victims of a shooting the day earlier at the University of North Carolina Charlotte, in Charlotte, North Carolina on May 1, 2019. 

Photo credit: LOGAN CYRUS/AFP via Getty Images
HOMICIDES WERE THE FOCUS OF A CHARLOTTE TALKS PUBLIC CONVERSATION. 108 MURDERS OCCURRED IN CHARLOTTE IN 2019.
Mark Carver Case
In June, a case involving the 2008 murder of another UNC Charlotte student came back into the news when a judge overturned the conviction of Mark Carver for strangling a woman on the banks of the Catawba River near where he was fishing. The judge said Carver’s defense attorney was ineffective and found issues with the DNA evidence used to convict him. Carver was released from prison, where he had served eight years of a life sentence. A decision on whether the district attorney would drop his charges or retry his case was pending.

“IT’s a case that is still being talked about almost a decade later,” Delia noted, with some Charlotteans wondering if the murderer is still at large.

Rayquan Borum Case
Riots stemming from the 2016 police shooting of Keith Lamont Scott led to another case that came to trial this year. In March, a jury found Rayquan Borum guilty of second-degree murder in the shooting of Justin Carr, a 26-year-old who had joined the second night of protests. Borum was sentenced to 23 to 28 years in prison.

Homicides in Charlotte
Homicides were the focus of a Charlotte Talks Public Conversation. Murders in the first six months of 2019 had already surpassed all of 2018. The event focused on what community members were doing to solve some of the root causes of the problem. 2019 ended as Charlotte’s deadliest year since 1993. There were 107 homicides reported plus 12 cases considered justified homicides, according to Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department.

In June, a case involving the 2008 murder of another UNC Charlotte student came back into the news when a judge overturned the conviction of Mark Carver for strangling a woman on the banks of the Catawba River near where he was fishing. The judge said Carver’s defense attorney was ineffective and found issues with the DNA evidence used to convict him. Carver was released from prison, where he had served eight years of a life sentence. A decision on whether the district attorney would drop his charges or retry his case was pending.

“IT’s a case that is still being talked about almost a decade later,” Delia noted, with some Charlotteans wondering if the murderer is still at large.

Riots stemming from the 2016 police shooting of Keith Lamont Scott led to another case that came to trial this year. In March, a jury found Rayquan Borum guilty of second-degree murder in the shooting of Justin Carr, a 26-year-old who had joined the second night of protests. Borum was sentenced to 23 to 28 years in prison.

Homicides were the focus of a Charlotte Talks Public Conversation. Murders in the first six months of 2019 had already surpassed all of 2018. The event focused on what community members were doing to solve some of the root causes of the problem. 2019 ended as Charlotte’s deadliest year since 1993. There were 107 homicides reported plus 12 cases considered justified homicides, according to Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department.
HURRICANE FLORENCE
North Carolina was slammed with violent storms again in FY19 with the worst coming from Hurricane Florence, which whipped parts of North and South Carolina with torrential rains, storm surges, and winds that reached 150 mph before making landfall on Sept. 14, 2018, south of Wrightsville Beach.

It was the first major hurricane of the season, and it caused widespread coastal and inland flooding. Mandatory evacuation orders targeted parts of both states.

WFAE environmental reporter David Boraks was quickly dispatched to Wilmington after WHQR, the public radio station serving Cape Fear, issued a plea for help. Gingerly navigating a rented pick-up truck through flooded roadways, Boraks recalled landing in a city with little electricity, gasoline or food, and sleeping with other staffers on couches and floors amid the station’s audio equipment. Working from that peninsula city turned into an island, he chronicled the impact of the storm, which caused 53 deaths and $24 billion in damages, for both WFAE and WHQR. NPR’s All Things Considered gave national prominence to one of his stories about how, in that temporary cash-only economy, people with electronic benefits couldn’t use them to buy food.

During the year, the state responded to the spate of storms – Matthew in 2016, Florence in September 2018 and Michael weeks later – with the creation of a new North Carolina Office of Recovery and Resiliency. Boraks reported that the new agency was charged with relocating vulnerable homeowners, making future storm recovery faster and coordinating recovery funds.

During the station’s Fall On-Air Fundraising Campaign, WFAE partnered with the Foundation for the Carolinas to raise money for the victims of the storm. The money raised by WFAE listeners was matched by the Foundation. Nearly 100 WFAE listeners contributed to support the relief fund.

In another key environmental story, Boraks reported on how North Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper set new goals for reducing fossil fuels and fighting climate change in the state.

NPR’s Science Friday picked up Boraks’ story on how North Carolina’s electric-vehicle charging stations will start acting more like gasoline pumps, enabling customers to pay by the amount of power used versus how long a vehicle is plugged into the charging station.

Also on the environmental front, Boraks continued WFAE’s coverage of toxic coal-ash cleanup from Duke Energy’s coal-burning power plants. In April, the state Department of Environmental Quality ordered Duke Energy to excavate and remove, rather than cover in place, coal ash from six remaining N.C. coal-fired power plants. Duke was already required to dig up and move ash to new, lined landfills at its eight other plants in the state. In early January 2020, Duke agreed to the excavation.
WFAE HAPoNINGS
“IT WAS A TREMENDOUS EVENT FOR PEOPLE TO SEE THE QUALITY OF WORK WE DO.”

Lisa Gergeley
Executive Director of Corporate Development

FY19 was also a year in which WFAE experimented with new fundraising experiences. It sold tickets for the first time to its premier annual gala, which featured Ted Koppel interviewed by Michel Martin, host of Weekend All Things Considered. More than 400 people attended. The event set a WFAE record for corporate sponsorship and ticket sales.
AS WFAE’S PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES EXPANDED IN FY19, AS DID THE ACCOLADES SHOWERED UPON THE STATION IN THE FORM OF AWARDS AND HONORS.

**SHE SAYS**
Host Sarah Delia was awarded the prestigious Gracie Allen Award at a ceremony in New York City. The podcast was also recognized by the Online News Association’s Online Journalism Award. The series won a regional Edward R. Murrow Award in the Investigative Reporting category. She Says was also named “Best Podcast” in Charlotte by Creative Loafing, and the marketing of the series was recognized with a Queen City PR Award by the Charlotte Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America.

**AMPLIFIER**
Amplifier was recognized in the 23rd Annual Webby Awards as a Webby Honoree in the Podcasts: Arts & Culture category. The series was also recognized for Excellence in Innovation by the regional Edward R. Murrow Awards. Readers of *Charlotte Magazine* voted Amplifier as Best Local Podcast. Host Joni Deutsch was named to *Charlotte Agenda’s* 30-Under-30, was a finalist for United Way’s Young Leader Awards in the Nonprofit Professional category and was recognized by Scoop Charlotte as one of the Women to Watch in Charlotte in 2019.

**CHARLOTTE TALKS**
Charlotte Talks show on the addiction, recovery and human toll of the opioid epidemic won a regional Edward R. Murrow Award in the News/Public Affairs Program category. The program was also honored by the Charlotte Area Association of Black Journalists for it’s Public Conversation on building an inclusive city. Creative Loafing readers voted Mike Collins as “Best Radio Personality.” Readers of *Charlotte Magazine* voted for Charlotte Talks as “Best Radio Show.”

**SOUTHBOUND**
SouthBound host Tommy Tomlinson was recognized by the Edward R. Murrow awards for Best Commentary. His memoir “The Elephant in the Room: One Fat Man’s Quest to Get Smaller in a Growing America” was featured on NPR’s All Things Considered, *Charlotte Talks* and The Today Show, and had a review in *The New York Times*. Readers of *Charlotte Magazine* voted Tommy as Best Author.

**FAQ CITY**
FAQ City received two awards from Hearken’s 2018 Champions of Curiosity Awards. Host Nick de la Canal’s reporting on what is the 287g program won in the Best Investigative Story Prompted by a Question category. The podcast episode about why the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department destroyed 1,000 sexual assault kits received an honorable mention in the Question-Ask category.
**WFAE Happenings**

**JOE O’CONNOR**
WFAE President & CEO, Joe O’Connor was elected to NPR’s board of directors.

**JU-DON MARSHALL**
Chief Content Officer, Ju-Don Marshall was named to the Journalism Advisory Council of the Religion News Service and the Advisory Board for Report for America.

**JEFF BUNDY**
Executive Director of Branding & Engagement, Jeff Bundy was elected to the board of PRADO (Public Radio Development Officers).

**JENNIFER LANG**
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting and Arizona State University tapped WFAE’s Product and Development Manager, Jenn Lang, to be a Public Media Editorial Integrity and Leadership Fellow.

---

**NEWSROOM AWARDS**
The newsroom won three regional Edward R. Murrow Awards. In addition to the awards listed above for She Says and Amplifier, Marshall Terry won in the Excellence in Sound category.

WFAE received two second place awards from the Public Radio News Directors, Inc. In addition to the Charlotte Talks award listed above, Lisa Worf’s investigation into the Charlotte School of Law paying students not to take the bar exam was recognized in the Enterprise/Investigative category.

Reporter Gwendolyn Glenn won two awards from the Charlotte Association of Black Journalists for her features on evictions and Fairfield High School.

**MARSHALL TERRY**
Morning Edition Host

**LISA WORF**
Morning Edition Host

**GWENDOLYN GLENN**
Reporter/All Things Considered Host
“As regional news organizations continue to thin, more and more seasoned journalists are coming to WFAE.”

Joe O’Connor
CEO

As FY19 wound down, WFAE steeled itself for the long-planned departure of Mark Rumsey, who was the respected host for 22 years of WFAE’s All Things Considered. Rumsey left to fulfill a long-standing dream of becoming a hospital chaplain.

Replacing him is Gwendolyn Glenn, an award-winning journalist who has covered a range of issues for WFAE and NPR.


“As regional news organizations continue to thin, more and more seasoned journalists are coming to WFAE. We thank the contributors and sponsors who are funding our continued staff growth!” O’Connor said.

Harrison and Helms join former Observer staffers Tommy Tomlinson and David Boraks.

Previously, Ju-Don Marshall joined WFAE after top journalistic stints at the Washington Post, Charlotte Observer and other news organizations.

Sarafina Wright also came on board to join the All Things Considered team.

On the operations side, a key addition was Robert Koch, who was named WFAE’s director of development in August 2018.

Mark Rumsey
WFAE All Things Considered Host. Mark Rumsey left WFAE at the end of FY19 to pursue his dream of becoming a chaplain.
Photo Credit: Jeff Cravotta Photography
WFAE
BY THE
NUMBERS
Greater Public, a professional organization for public media stations, reports that over the last five years, WFAE’s membership program was the fastest growing in the nation for stations with fundraising budgets over $1M and is the 2nd fastest growing station overall.
As WFAE has built new content opportunities and created new ways to involve the community, it has also been working to build a culture of philanthropy to support the station’s activities.

Membership surpassed 21,000 contributors during the 2019 fiscal year, a 35% increase over four years ago and member contributions increased 13% to $3.34 million.

With these impressive results, WFAE is the fastest growing public radio station in the country with a fundraising revenue budget of $1M or more, and the second fastest growing station overall, according to Greater Public.

WFAE’s digital audience skyrocketed. According to NPR’s public metrics, early in the year WFAE’s website was one of the Top 20 NPR sites for digital growth. The Charlotte Talks podcast was among the Top 20 for weekly audience size, and She Says ranked among the Top 20 for the number of downloads per episode.

WFAE posted its fourth consecutive year of record fundraising, clocking a 58% growth in revenue over five years.

Meanwhile, sponsorships for events and podcasts reached an all-time high with corporate underwriting up 9% to $2.56 million. Every podcast had a sponsor, and Amplifier attracted one of the station’s largest sponsorships, OrthoCarolina, before it even launched.

CEO O’Connor said he now has weekly meetings on the prospects for a new WFAE headquarters.

“Right now the biggest opportunity for us to grow revenue is to change location to be much more visible, be on people’s minds and literally be on the map,” he said.

By the close of FY19, WFAE had become Charlotte’s news leader. O’Connor said he’d like to add more reporters to cover such topics as upward mobility, the arts, and education. He also wants to continue to position WFAE to fill the news gaps created as the number of journalists shrink at other local news outlets.

In O’Connor’s view, it’s not just an issue of “holding government officials and business accountable” it’s also an issue of making democracy work.

“There is,” he said, “some urgency here.”
TOTAL 2019 REVENUE

$7.39M

CONTRIBUTED REVENUE

$4.23M

SPONSORSHIP REVENUE

$2.55M

WFAE MEMBER COUNT

21,010

51% of all contributors are "sustainers"
MAJOR DONORS
**MEMBERSHIP LEVELS**

**LEGACY SOCIETY**  
Individuals who have named WFAE in their wills.

**PRESIDENT'S CIRCLE**  
$20,000+

**MANAGER'S CIRCLE**  
$10,000 - $19,999

**EDITOR'S CIRCLE**  
$5,000 - $9,999

**REPORTER'S CIRCLE**  
$2,000 - $4,999

**PRODUCER'S CIRCLE**  
1,200 - $1,999

**BROADCASTER'S CIRCLE**  
$1,000 – $1,199

**LISTENER'S CIRCLE**  
$500 - $999

* Board Member  
** Former Board Member  
*** Former Board Chair  
* Current Board Chair  
+ Deceased

Donor list is as of October 7, 2019
**LEGACY SOCIETY**

Anonymous
Stephanie Boschee
Jonathan Buchan
Bob & Eve Harrison
Cathy Hasty & Mark Larson
Jan Keil
Joe O’Connor
Margaret Parker+
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George & Eva Raftelis
Stephen Rapa
Patti and Tom Redden
Helen Reed+
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Tish and John Signet
Bilal Soylu
Ree and T.A. Strawser
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Paul and Holly Freestone
Knight Foundation
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Megan Guhl
Katherine and Mike James
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Sheila and Sean Mullen
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Claire and Brent Trexler
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Bragg Financial Advisors, Inc.
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Hal and Nan Clarke
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Elizabeth Bevan
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Cynthia and Robert Combs
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Keith Craun
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Gray and Heather Dyer
Kay and Mark Ethridge*
Eric and Martha Eubank
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Tom and Heather Finke
Kimmery and James Fleischli
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Tom and Vickie Gabbard
Ted Gearhart and Leslie Aronovitz
Curtis Grantham
William and Sara Graves
Watts** and Carol Hamrick
Larry and Virginia Hansen
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Mark and Elizabeth Hindal
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Bruce Hui
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John and Maria Huson
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Lori Jackson
Scott and Pascale Jackson
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Erik Johnson
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Kerry and Linda Kenner
Adi Khindaria
Keith King
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Richard* and Solestine Lancaster
Russell and Nancy Le Donne
Alice Lee
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Nash** and Maria Long
Joan Lorden and Lawrence Mays
Julianne Marley and Mark Clarke
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Lavanna McDonald
Aubrey McEachern
Don McGee
Cassie and Chad McGowan
Anne McKenzie
Richard and Anne McKnight
Ronald Menichelli
Sean Michelson
Amy and Jason Murphy
Laura Nailor
Elizabeth and Mike North
Nancy Nyberg
David Ogden
Liz and Paul Peralta
LeeAnn Pounds
Russell and Sally Robinson
Susan and Thomas Ross
Elizabeth and Stuart Salmon
James Pieter Schepp
Tari and Edward Schutzman
Tom and Becki Seddon
Chris and Marion Sekerak
Betsey and Dick Sesler*
Mattye Silverman
Angela Simmons*
Anasa Sinegal*
Matthew and Erin Socha
Suntrust
Manjula and Bala Sure
Didier Teirlinck

Carlton Thornbury
Scott and Tracey Tozier
Susan and David Van Zile
William Walker and
Lynn Bancroft
Melodee and Roger Webb
Lynn Weiss
Nick* and Regina Webb
Ruth Wilkinson
Ed** and Marylyn Williams
Jack and Claire Wong
David and Rebekah Woodward
Jean Wright
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PRODUCER’S CIRCLE

Dan and Sandy Albert
Angela and Roy Allen
Rosalyn Allison-Jacobs* and David Jacobs
Rabih and Donna Andari
Anonymous
Ann Armstrong
Gail Arnold
Nina and James Austin
Darragh Bailey
MarDee** and Robert Baker
Evian and Debra Basalik
Sarah J. Baxter
Suzanne Beah
John Bennett and Eric Johnson
Greg and Leslie Blum
Lynne and Chuck Borders
Gay Boswell
Dean Bowling
Darrell Box
Doris Anne Bradley
Benjamin and Susan Brooks
Brad and Shannon Brown
Jane and Charles Brown
Jeffrey and Gretchen Brown
Kathryn Brown
Melissa Bunker
Emily Burkhardt and Ed Croon
Barbara and David Burns
Frank and Elizabeth Carpenter
Elizabeth Caughman
Kathe Chamberlain
Jan Clarke-Pounder
Ron and Shirley Coffman
Ken and Mary Beth Collins
Wilton and Catherine Connor
Bradley and Karen Covington
Diana Crawford and Hugh Wrigley
Rufus Dalton
Christopher and Elizabeth Daly
Suzanne Dane
Mark Davis and Diane Holditch Davis
John and Susan Detwiler
Adarsh Dhand
James Dougher
Don Duffy and Laura Stanley-Duffy
J. Porter and Victoria Durham
Angel Dutra
Martha and Nathaniel Edwards
Perry and Margaret Efird
Tracy Eggleson
Jens Eichhorn
Tagbo and Nwamaka Ekwonu
David and Aileen Epstein
John Fabrizio
Samuel Fedewa and Samantha Reichbach
Michael Felt
David Fuller
Bob Gaines
Michael and Libba Gaither
Bob and Jena Gallagher
Keith and Gerry Gehl
William Glavin
Martin and Catherine Grable
Jordan and Christina Gratrix
Kathy S. Gregory
John Gresham and Laurie Graybeal
Eric Grobecker and Maria Patella
Maureen and Dan Haggstrom
Dennis and Susan Harvey
Herrick and Pam Hayes
Linda and Peter Hinkel
Job and Robin Horton
Mary Howerton
Emily Huling and John White
Jim and Betty Hunter
Cindy and Pierce Irby
Elizabeth Ireland
Sarah Israel
Jennifer Jamsky
Earl C. Jensen and Blynn Field
Steven Jiang
Cyrus** and Liz Johnson
Harry and Sandy Johnson
Paul Johnson
Will and Jenny Joyner
John Keane
Thomas and Elizabeth Killen
Hatcher and Linda Kitcheloe
Ed** and Page Kizer
Marda Kornhaber and William Kilen
Edward Koury
Rosemary Lambert
Jung Lee
Paul Leonard
Patricia Level
Anny Liao
James Liles
Chris Mair and Elizabeth Mosley
Helen Malone
Mary Margaret and Fritz Porter
Robert Marlowe
Marie-Claire Marroum-Kardous and Kal Kardous
Ju-Don Marshall
Steve Martin
Dan Mathewson and Naho Kobayashi
George and Marilyn Max
David and Denise Maxwell
Megan and Michael McBride
Ethan McConnell and Marcela Mujica
Jill Poole McDevitt
Melissa McGuire and David Kern
Charlotte McMillan
Edward McMillan and Margaret Divish
Laura and Jeff Meier
Darlyne Menser
Jennifer and Eric Meredith
Annie Merritt
Heloise Merritt
Donna Miller
Eugene and Lois Miller
Arrington and Burch Mixon
Thomas and Sally Moore
Tim Moore and Magay Shepard
Linda Morgan
Ryan and Kate Morris
Harry Myrick
Carrie and Dave Nelson
Laura and John Nestico
Marilynn Nolan
Sara Nomellini and Michael Noble
Jan Nomina
Katherine Norman
Maggie Norris
Joe O’Connor
Angela* and William Oliver
Peter Olynick
Father Frank O’Rourke
Hema Parekh
Rajal Patel
Chandrajeet Pawar
David Pitser and Alice Richey
Rose and Jonathan Planer
Christine Prigmore
Elizabeth Pruett and Cindy Hostetler
Stephanie and Jeff Pulker
Paul and Kathy Reichs
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John Robinson
Nancy Robson
Gerald and Susan Roche
Dan and Sara Roselli
Suzanne Ross

Robb Rowe
Kris and Tammy Ruckman
Julie and Daniel Schell
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Ryan Shaffer
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James Spalding
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John W Moore, Jr.
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Juan Sanchez
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David Molinaro
Humpy and Pat Wheeler
Lynn Wheeler
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Al and Susan Winget
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Jane and David Zatz
Imad and Suzanne Zeitouni
Owen Zingraff
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Phyllis Schultz
Matthew Gromet and
Tracy Grimm
David Grimes
Bobbie Greiss
Jannica and Torsten Greife
Susan and Gary Greene
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Norman Greene
Barry and Karen Greenblatt
David Greco, Jr.
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Bruce and Carol Gorrell
Lauren Goggins
Miriam and Brian Goff
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Bronwyn and Rick Gaskins
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Alice and Tom Gavigan
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Charles and Claire Harraghy
Marcia Harris-Owens and
Jim Owens
Vida Harvey
Havaleh Havelka
Evelyn and Stephen Headley
Erin Healey
Mark and Ramona Heitbrink
Janet Helms
James and Patricia Henderlite
Maggie Henderson
Jill Hendra
Briana Heniford
Avery and Mary Henline
Edward Hennessey
Tsing Hua Her and Pei Chun Chen
Steven Herdegen
Roger and Regina Herlocker
Ligia Hernandez and Michael Tidd
Mayra Herrera
Mary Jean and Hal Herzog
Katy Hill
Susie Hinton
Kay Hodges
Bob and Ina Holland
Sarah Hollar and Peter Macon
Bennett Hollenberg
Kim Hombs
Cloister Honey
Jennifer Horstmann
Christy and Andy Horwitz
John and Suzanne Howard
Johnathan and Naomi Howie
William and Amy Howland
Kerry Hubbard
Jeanne and Thomas Huber
Charles Huff
Roger and Linda Hull
Joseph Hullender
Sara Hurn
Linda Hutchinson and
Steve Stoeckel
Magreger and Frances Hyde
Uchechi Iloka
Gregory L. Mccraw and
Maxx Music Inc
Kristen Jackson
Rosemary Jackson Rev
Kyle Rogers Jansen
Meredith Janssen
Carla Jaynes
Jeff and Sara Jensen
Michelle Johncock
Gerald and Rita Johnson
Jessica and Jeremy Johnson
Kathy L Johnson
Steve Johnson
Bill and Willetta Jones
Brenda Jones
Candice Jones
Neal and Mandy Jones
Pat Jones
Jeffrey Jordan
Gerry Judge and Lisa Lineberger
Ronald Kahn and Dalya Kutchei
Martin and Cheryl Kane
William Kane and
Christine Hannon
Ruth Kapplius
Paul Kardous
Emily Keane
Seth Keipper
Angela Kelly
Marty and Marcie Kelso
Suzi Kennedy
Virginia Kern
Betsy Kerr
Susan and Glenn Ketner
Kirsten and Milind Khire
Stuart Kilburn
Anika and Jonathan Kim
Dennis and Sharon Kimbleton
Cynthia King and John Deramus
Wayne King
Seth Klain
Moira and Robert Klein
Hugh Klutz, Jr. and
Susan Blair-Klutz
Melissa and Matthew Koeman
Bill Kouri
Andrew and Sarah Kromer
Kay Lackey and Kevin Cauble
Elizabeth and Laura Lampley
Harry Lancaster, Ill and
Jane Henderson
Joseph and Cheryl Lang
Kathleen Langerman
Darie and Charles Lapp
Gayle and Thomas Larson
Peter Larson
Heather Laughridge
Priscilla Laula and Sandy Kohn
Chad Lawson
John Lee
Karen Leggio
Ellen Levine
Alison and Jack Levinson
Charles Lew
John Lincoln
Cheryl and Scott Lindblom
William Lindsey
John and Carla Linster
Deborah and Justin Little
Jim and Mary Little
Shannon Little
Kevin Longin
Susan Long-Marin and Jess Marin
Hugh and Joyce Lovejoy
Diana and Al Lovelace
Fred Lowrance
Cherie and Mark Lowry
Laura Luckadoo
David Ludlow and
Adalira Saenz-Ludlow
Alysia and Stephen Lukens
Claire and Nick Lukens
Katherine MacArthur
Richard Maher
Michelle Maidt**
Kathleen and John Maloney
Nancy Maloney
Cynthia Marcelais
Brianna Martin
Leonardo Martinez
Tom and Lori Mathews
Michele Mattioli

*  Board Member
**  Former Board Member
##  Former Board Chair
*  Current Board Chair
+  Deceased
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LISTENER’S CIRCLE (continued)

Alan Mayfield
Susan McConnell
Robert McCoy
Gregory McCraw
Terrence and Judy McDonald
Gary and Karen McDougal
Shannon McFayden
Elizabeth McHugh
Cathy McIntosh
Patrick and Jocelyn McLaughlin
T. Bragg and Betty McLeod
Sally and Bruce McMullen
Lesli and Mike McNamara
Thomas McRary
John McSweeney
Kris McVey
Peg and David Melchior
Cary Melton
Kathryn Melton
Susanne and Mark Memolo
Tom and Lynn Mentus
Harriet Metrosky
Nathaniel Meyer
Lisa Meyerson
Kevin Mikus
William Miles, MD and
Mary Garlan Miles
Judy and Steve Milito
David Millar
Charles Miller
Sam and Stephanie Mishler
Myrosia Mitchell
Susan and Robert Mobley
Jeffrey Moon
Jennifer Montague
Danny Moore
Peter Moore and Sharon Baker
Faye Morgan
Angelo Morlacci
Lynn and Richard Morton
Diane Murray and James Rideout
Pamela Myers
Larry Nabatoff and
Kelly Katterhagen
Ron and Amy Nason
Elizabeth Neff
Jeff and Rachel Nemecek
Martin and Lynette Neubauer
Timothy Neuman
Mike and Bonnie Newell
Bao Nguyen
Billy Nguyen and Sharon Rawls
Lisa Marie and Paul Nisely
Sandra Nolan
Tracie and Mark Northan
Tom and Kathleen O’Bannon
Marie and Michael O’Callaghan
Shannon O’Geen
Jon and Gina Ohmann
Johnna Oliverio
James and Claudia Olsen
Robert Olson
Richard Osborne
Barbara Osgood and Bruce Cox
Rex and Deb Otey
Jessica and Erik Otto
Michael Overcash
Clayton Owens and Libby Edwards
JJ Pace
Rilla Park
James and Callender Patterson
Jane and Stanley Patterson
Ralph Patterson
Shaileen and David Patton
Todd Pelton
Cairene Perrin
Sarah Peters
Jerry and Audrey Petty
Leslie Phelps Perlik and Paul Perlik
Genevieve Piche
Sara Badano and Gerardo Pin
Susan Pittman and Ross Gosse
Lynn Poland
Noah and Bina Pollack
Melissa Pope
Chris Poplin
David Post
Glen Powell and Chad Barringer
John Powell
Roshan Prabh
Carolyn Prater
Vincent and Mary Pratt
Sara Pressly
Russell Propst and Deborra Wood
Frank Quattrocci
Judy Raby
Eleanor and Thomas Raispis
Diana Range
Stephen Rapa and Elizabeth O’Neill
Stephen and Melissa Ratliff
Rebecca Rauch
Claire Rauscher and
David Marchyshyn
Lance and Amy Read
Gwendolyn Reichbach and
Michael Fonzo
Kelly Reid
Paul Reinecke
Elizabeth Reinhard
Brian and Emily Reinicker
Holly and Timothy Reiter
Matthew Rich
Joe and Helen Richards
Asia K. Richardson
Daniel Richardson
Joyce Riddle
Patricia Riefert
John and Deborah Ritter
Michelle and Jim Rivers
Lisa Robinson
Michael Robinson
Kathleen and Mathew Rogers
Joseph A. Rollins
Arlene Roman and Blair Peery
Paul Romanelli and
Deborah Waldman
Joan and William Rosano
Stanley and Louise Rose
Marla Rosenberg
Pamela and Kelly Ross
Melissa Rossi
Elizabeth and Robert
Janice Rostan
Cynthia Roy and Scott Heim
Richard Rupp
Paul and Katherine Rutledge
Pamela Ruzicka
James and Judith Ryder
Brent Safrit
Sarah Salton
Clay and Sue Sams
Philip Samuels
Vishal Sanghvi
Roger and Marilyn Sarow
Randall Sattefield
Charles and Sarah Saunders
Tim and Lisa Saunders
Terry and Marcia Scala
John Scheiderer
Kenneth and Jean Anne Schmidt
Jane Schwab
Stephanie Schwartz
Teresa and Nelson Seen
Randall and Laurinda Seidl
Suzette and Jim Sells
Donald Serif and
Kimberly Garrett
Kartik Shah
Molly Shaw and David Webb
Patrick Shaw
Marcie and Torrence Shealy
Brian Shelly
Arthur and Gwen Sherwood
Kate and Allen Shirley
Kate Siegel
Paul and Nancy Sigmour
Tish and John Signet
Frayser Simpson
Whitney Simpson
Jill Sipe
Greg and Emily Skidmore
Laura and Tom Skinner
Leila Sloan Crawford and
James Doyle
John Small and Christina Wright
Joe Smith
P. J. Smith
Robert Smith and Carlton Clayton
Jake and Katrina Somsel
Carol Spalding and Francis Koster
Angela Sparacino
Joyce Sparks
Brent and Lisa Spear
Ann Sperry
Susan and Curt Spiegel
Kathleen and Kevin Spitzmiller
Jobie Sprinkle
Harvey and Donna Spurr
Kellyn Stamey
Tom and Kathrym Stanley
Laura Staples
Lauren Stark
Gregory Starrett and Martha Catt
Paul and Dia Steiger
Melanie and Michael Stensrud
Scott and Jennifer Stevens
John Stinchfield
Thomas L. Stiles
Carla Stish
Colin Stockton
Mary Stokas
Jim and Phyllis Stokes
John Stout
Wendy Strickland
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Daniel Tekle
Rick Thames
Bill Strong
Jennifer and Dan Strong
Maureen Sullivan
Austin Tate
Charles Tate
Linda Tavella
Haley Tedder
Dave Thompson
Hayes Thompson
Keith Thornley
Allison Tibe
Robert and Nancy Titus
Daniel Tobal
John Kevin Toomb
Maryann Traxler and
    Walter Johnson
Dari Tritt
Rao and Savitri Tummala
Allen and Lynne Turk
Ana Ulrich
John and Julia Utley
Rich Van Meter
Jean and Randall Veatch
Mary Karen Vellines
Herb and Tess Verbesey
David and Mary Vickers-Koch
Marcia Voegele
Janet and Bruce Voelker
Kirk and Gail Vogel
Rebekah and Johnny Wales
Cheryl Walker
Rick Walker
David Walters and Linda Brown
Joe Wanamaker
Alan and Susan Ward
Justin and Jennifer Ware
Victor A. Warnement
Abby Waters
Jonathan Watkins
Elizabeth Weast
Lisa Weaver
Jane Weaver-Sobel
Catie Webb
Ed Weisiger and Betsy Fleming
Mandy Weiss
Laura and Ward Wellman
Loretta and Richard Wertheimer
Pam and Steve West
Leann Wheeler
Bernard and Allegray White
Bob and Jeanie White
Mary M. White
Richard and Mary White
Robert White
Jan Whitesell
Martha and Chip Whitfield
Suzanne and Wesley Williams
Kathy and John Wine
James Winkler
Albert Winston
Jerry and Marcy Withrow

Keith Wolf
Gene and Allison Wood
Xia and Phillip Wood
Bob and MarDee Woodward
Elaine Worthy
Diane Wrisley
James Young
Kay Young
Eldon and Sue Zacek
Manuel and Karen Zapata
Marian Zeller

---

*  Board Member
**  Former Board Member
##  Former Board Chair
#  Current Board Chair
+  Deceased
As part of its Spring Fundraising Drive, WFAE gave away a new Mazda 3, compliments of Mazda of South Charlotte.

Photo Credit: Jeff Cravotta Photography

Current and retired WFAE Board Members at the reveal of the Mazda 3, WFAE's most recent prize in the Spring Fundraising Drive.

Piedmont Craftsmen's Fair
Powers Law Firm PA
Preston House - Ridge Care
Providence Day School
Publix
Queens University of Charlotte
Queen City Appliance
Queen City Nerve
Queen City Plastic Surgery
Renewable Energy Design Group
RiverRun Intl Film Festival
RK Motors Charlotte
Road to Resolution
Salvation Army
SBL Entertainment
Schiele Museum
Scoop Charlotte
Sharon Luggage
Shepherd's Center of Charlotte
Shiel Sexton
Signature Healthcare
Sock Club
Sodoma Law
South Charlotte Pediatrics
Southeast Radiation Oncology Group
Southminster Retirement Community
St. John’s Baptist Church
St. Mary’s School
Stand for Animals Vet Clinic
STARworks NC
Steinway Piano Gallery - Charlotte
Suntrust Bank
Sweet Girl Cookies
TalentBridge
Taylor Richards & Conger
Teach for America
Ted Dintersmith
Terpening Law
TFM Carolinas
The Atlantic
The Echo Foundation
The Fresh Market
The Light Factory
The Pump House Restaurant
The Secret Chocolatier, LLC
The Umstead Hotel and Spa
The University of Alabama
Theatre Charlotte
Throwing Words
Tindol Subaru
Tizzerts
Toe River Arts Council
Tom Brydon/Tryon Medical
Tom Bush Law Group
Tosco Music
Total Wine & More
Town of Abingdon
Trinity Episcopal School
TruAssure
Truliant Fedral Credit Union
Tryon Medical Partners
UNC - Nutrition Research Inst.
UNC Healthcare
UNCC - Atkins Library
UNCC – Belk College of Business
UNCC - College of Education/Graduate Programs
UNCC - College of Arts & Architecture
UNCC - Data Science/Health Information
UNCG - Division of Continual Learning
UNCTV
UnitedHealth Group
University City Partners
University of Notre Dame
Virginia Commonwealth University
Wake Forest University Bioethics
White Knight Engineered Products
Whitewater Holdings LLC
Willis Towers Watson
Wilson Engineering
Woodberry Forest School
WorkSmart
Wright Family Foundation
WTVI
YMCA of Greater Charlotte
ZMax Micro Lubricants
2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHAIR
Mark Ethridge
Journalist, Novelist, Screenwriter and Communications Consultant

VICE CHAIR
Nick Wharton
President & Chief Executive Officer, Charlotte Area Fund Inc.

SECRETARY
Moira LoCascio
Chief Executive Officer, McLaughlin Young Group

TREASURER
Richard Lancaster
Controller, Carmel Country Club

PRESIDENT
Joe O’Connor, WFAE
(Ex officio)

Scott Anderson, Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP
Sharon Blalock, Principal, Spot Marketing
Walter Clark, Former CEO of Air T
Dan Clodfelter, State Utility Commissioner, Former Mayor of Charlotte
Gabriella Chapman, Regional Training Manager, YMCA of Greater Charlotte
Gene Cochran, Retired President of the Duke Endowment
Charles Johnson, Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
Jose Vega, Senior Counsel, Wells Fargo
Angela Oliver, Learning & Leadership Development
Client Manager, Bank of America
Dick Sesler, Camp Blue Skies
Carolyn Shaw, Kirk, Palmer & Thigpen, P.A.
Anasa Sinegal, Central Piedmont Community College
Glenn Stewart, SunTrust
Courtney Stribling, Real Estate Investor
Mary Tabor Engel, Journalist, Instructor at Knight School for Journalism at Queens University of Charlotte
Meg Whalen, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Ed Williams, Author and Journalist

2019 COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD

CHAIR
John Lincoln, Principal strengths coach at CoreFocus Consulting & Vice Chair of MoRA - Monroe Road Advocate

Cephas Kwame Agbeke, TIAA*
Jennifer Beightley, Charlotte Pilates/Health Coach*
Mary Dombrowski, Hilsmier Consulting, LLC
Stephen Guardipee, Hatcher Law Group*
Keenya Justice, The Justice Firm, LLC
Magdalena Krajewska, Wingate University*
Barbara Lom, Davidson College*
Sri Nagarajan, Entrepreneur
Hema Parekh, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
Cate Sherrie, Cate Communications & TalentBridge HR Advisory
Lecia Shockley, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools*
Tish Stoker Signet, Depth Psychologist and longtime Journalist
Eric Sipe, Retired Psychologist in Hickory
Cricket Weston, Cate Communications & TalentBridge HR Advisory
Dr. Shante Williams, Retired Communications & Education Director for Hospice & Palliative Care Charlotte Region*

* Community Advisory Board members joined July 1, 2019
2019 STAFF

STAFF
President/CEO – Joe O’Connor
Executive Assistant – Christina Allison

CONTENT STAFF
Chief Content Officer – Ju-Don Marshall

NEWS STAFF
News Director – Greg Collard
Managing Editor – Zuri Berry
Morning Edition Hosts - Lisa Worf and Marshall Terry
All Things Considered Host – Gwendolyn Glenn
All Things Considered Producer – Sarafina Wright
Product & Audience Development Manager – Jennifer Lang
Podcast Manager & Amplifier Host – Joni Deutsch
Weekend Host & FAQ City Host – Nick de la Canal
Digital News & Engagement Editor – Kylie Moore
Digital News & Engagement Editor – Dash Coleman
Assistant Editor, Digital News & Engagement – Jessa O’Connor
Reporter - David Boraks
Reporter - Sarah Delia (She Says Host)
Reporter - Steve Harrison
Reporter - Alexandra Olgin
Reporter - Tommy Tomlinson (SouthBound Host, On My Mind columnist)

CHARLOTTE TALKS:
Host – Mike Collins
Executive Producer – Wendy Herkey
Senior Producer – Erin Keever
Producer – Chris Miller
Assistant Producer – Ryan McFadin
Production Assistant – Jennifer Worsham

WEEND HOSTS
Operations Manager & Host – Tenia Simmons
Bob August
Chris Edwards
Della Freedman
Jennifer Montague
Krissa Palmer
Mike Szymanski
Terry Wilson

INTERNS:
Cole del Charco
Jasmin Herrera
Justin Lape

BUSINESS STAFF
Chief Financial & Operating Officer – Jean Zoutewelle
Director of Engineering/IT – Jobie Sprinkle
Controller – Tanya DeGrace
Administrator, Finance & HR – Beth DeLawter
Traffic Manager – Brenda Grubb
Business Analyst – Jason Leighton
Office Coordinator – Sarah Shanks

MEMBERSHIP, MARKETING & EVENTS
Executive Director of Branding & Engagement – Jeff Bundy
Membership Manager – Meghann Batchelor
Community Relations Manager – Renee Rallos
Advancement Associate – Tori Chester
Graphic Artist – Matthew Scott

MAJOR GIFTS DEPARTMENT
Director of Development – Robert Koch
Development Officer – Mona Lita Carr
Development Officer – Anne Harber
Development Officer – Eliza Root
Development Officer – Amy Vavra

CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
Executive Director of Corporate Development – Lisa Gergely
Senior Corporate Development Specialist – Noelle Culler
Senior Corporate Development Specialist – Joel Sprouse
Account Executives:
Steve Jameson
Jenifer Roser
Don West
Charlotte Shaver